The artist's world is limitless.
It can be found anywhere, far from
where he lives or a few feet away.
It is always on his doorstep.
-PAUL STRAND

•
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"Go into the arts. I'm not kidding.
The arts are not .a way to make a living.
They are a very human way of making life more bearable.
Practicing an art, no matter how well or badly,
is a way to make your soul grow, for heaven's sake.
Sing in the shower. Dance to the radio. Tell stories.
Write a poem to a friend, even a lousy poem.
Do it as well as you possibly can.
You will get an enormous reward.
You will have created something?'
Kurt Vonnegut

.'
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With a Side of Skepticism
BRENNA NORRELL

•
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I should be working.
:on homework
practicing the piano so my teacher's ears won't bleed
laundry because people are starting to complain about the free
promotional clothii'!g
But I really really like:
sitting
sleeping
staring into space
when there is nowhere in particular
I have to go
have to be
nothing in particular that cannot
wait
just one more hour.
Presumably, laziness is
bad for you
I guess that's true.
Since I have no compulsion
to disprove it.
But they say a lot of things
are bad for you.
They say a lot of things.

The Unknown
KAELIN COOK-POWELL
Isn't it strange
h ow Decidely we
will chasE such an
iNdefinable concept
That cannot truly
describe us no
rna Tter how hard
we trY?

Calf
JANET JOHNSON

To Wither Away
CLAUDIA ZAMORA

Dawning: Unfolding Light
CAROLE DAY
2

A frail old lady
alongside a dry flower
withering away
3

Crime, Punishment, and the Prince of Denmark:
How the Spirit of Hamlet Haunts Dostoevsky's Text
TEMPlE DEWAR
Most modern authors possess a tendency toward
intertextuality, and Dostoevsky is no different. ln

Crime and Punishment, Dostoevsky borrows themes,
character traits, and plot aspects from Shakespeare's
Hamlet, while at the same time differing in execution to point toward a n intentional contrast. Since
Dostoevsky was well-versed in Hamlet and quotes
the play in several of his books, it is unlikely that
the similarities between the two texts are purely co-

Raskolnikov grows close. Fi nally, both protagonists
have one good friend who stays with them until the
end, even through their insane behavior and crimes;
Hamlet has Horatio, and Raskolnikov has Razumikhin.
One of the scenes in Hamlet that most closely

ment, Raskolnikov broaches the subject with SoJ!i!l,
inquiring of her, "how can you, with your refined
soul, resign yourself to such shame? Better a thousand times to be drowned, to end it in a moment!"
and the narrative reveals, "Her look had told him all.
She herself had had the same idea" (229). But while
the two texts share the theme of suicide by drowning, Dostoevsky's text differs by presenting and emphasizing the idea as an inner contemplation rather
than an actual act. Dostoevsky concerned himself
with the psychological aspect of life, as the only
information an action can reveal about a character

incidental The main themes of Hamlet and Crime
and Punishment are both tragic and gruesome, but
the fundamental difference consists in their respec-

finds its re flection in Crime and Punishment is the
"Nunne ry Scene." In this scene, Hamlet, in his mad-

tive conclusions. Shakespeare ends Hamlet with an
orgy of death. Dostoevksy, on the other hand, r~ ises

ness, confronts Ophelia as she reads fro m her prayer
book, while Polonius spies from behind an arras.

is that the character has the will to do that action;
revealing instead that character's thoughts provides
an abu ndance of information. Dostoevsky discloses

his characters out of their sinful circumstances and
gives them a new beginning and new hope. Unlike
Hamlet, Crime and Punishment is a resurrection sto-

Part Fou r, Chapter Four of Crime and Punishment
mirrors the "Nunnery Scene:· In this chapter, Raskolnikov meets with Sonia while Svidrigailov listens

more about Sonia through showing her inner state
than if he had merely shown her external actions.
In Hamlet, Ophelia loses her wits and drowns her-

ry. Dostoevsky incorporates Hamlet's conve ntions in
order to prove the opposite p oint: Hope and rebirth

from a hiding place. Several characteristics marking
this chapte r mimic themes in Hamlet while exploring alternate executions of those themes. The firs t

self in an abrupt and foolish manner. But Sonia, and
indeed many of the characte rs in Crime and Punishment, possess "method in madness" (to paraphrase

and clearest parallel is the identical set-up of the
spied-upon meeting. In Hamlet, Polonius spies in
order to ascertain the cause of Hamlet's madness.

Hamlet). Sonia's broken will, which compels her to
end her life while restraining her from doing so on
behalf of her family, illuminates the depth of her
character and her Christ-like will to sacrifice herself

can prevail even in the worst of circumstances.
The dual similarities and differences in execution
begin with the protagonists. Both are inclined toward
murder but abstain until compelled by a somewhat
untrustworthy character. For Hamlet, this other
character is the ghost of his father, who may actually
be a demon; for Raskolnikov, the other is a bar patron
engaged in an overheard discussion. Both protagonists suffer divided thoughts and inclinations, which
form the basis for the plot, but this inner turmoil
presents itself as forethought in one character and afterthought in the other. Hamlet ponders extensively
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gangers in Crime and PutJishment: the protagonists'
respective wicked victims, Claudius and Alyona,
for example. Hamlet's Ophelia has a sister in Crim e
and Punishment: Sonia, a young woman to whom

two scenes is the theme of drowning as suicide. Ophelia dies this way in Hamlet. ln Crime and Punish-

Similarly, in Crime and Punishment, Svidrigailov becomes intrigued by Raskolnikov and attempts to determine his character. As a somewhat amusing aside,
the colloquial title "Nunnery Scene" comes from an
instance where Hamle t implies that Ophelia's demeanor resembles that of a prostitute and states that
to save herself she should join a convent. When one

before committing any intentional act, while Raskolnikov murders almost immediately and then broods.

applies the connotation of Hamlet's speech to this
chapter in Crime and Punishment, one may find irony in the fact that Sonia is a prostitute.

Many other characters in Hamlet have doppel-

A second and striking similarity between these

for others, which indicates a future resurrection out
of th is sacrifice.
Another similarity is the presence of a holy book
from which the young woman character reads. In
Hamlet, this is how Hamlet finds Ophelia: praying from her book. The book is not specifically labeled as any kind of holy book, but Hamlet implies
as much when he prefaces his interruption with
"Nymph in thy orisons I Be all my sins remembered"
(3.1.88-89). However, after these lines, the book be-

comes inconsequential; it was purely a prop. Not so
in Crime and Punishment, where Dostoevsky greatly
expands upon the significance of the book when he
designates it as Elizabeth's Gospels, lent to Sonia.
Dostoevsky further develops the book's significance
by having his protagonist confront it rather than
glimpse it from a distance; Raskolnikov commands
Sonia to read of the resurrection of Lazarus, which
makes clear the significance of resurrection in Crime

and Punishment.
Hamlet presents Ophelia as the otherworldly
"nymph" in her "orisons:· laying a foundation of
djsharmony for when Hamlet draws attention to his
sins. In Crime and Punishment, the reading of the
Gospels seems divisive in a similar way: Sonia is
innocent and pious, while the reader is well aware
of Raskolnikov's sins and his atheism. However, at
the end of the reading, Dostoevsky chooses instead
to unite his characters. He does this, interestingly,
by dispelling Sonia's innocence. The narrative concludes the event of the reading with, "The dying
piece of candle dimly lit up thjs low-ceiling room, in
which an assassin and a harlot had just read the Book
of Books" (234). Raskolnikov would understandably
be labeled an "assassin" by the reader, but would one
be so quick to label Sonia a "harlot"? Making allowance for the fact that, technically, prostitution is her
profession, addressing her in so blunt a manner still
clashes in contrast with her abundance of virtue.
But perhaps Dostoevsky's debasement of Sonia reveals a critical implication: Sin, from whlch no one
is exempt, is the great leveler and unifier of humanity. In Hamlet, the idea that Ophelia is purer than
Hamlet creates an imbalance. In Crime and Punishment, Dostoevsky banishes the false idea of even the
most innocent character being pure, and in doing so
brings Raskolnikov and Sonia together; they even5

tually fail in love at the end of the story, a pairing
which is implied to be successful and corresponds
with the eventual resurrection.
The final and most important parts of the two
texts to consider are their differing endings. The
respective conclusions of each text coincide in that
they feature a grand assembly of the major characters. However, Hamlet is marked by a massacre of
these major characters, while Crime and Punishment
gives them a new future. Hamlet's protagonist dies,
but Crime and Punishment's protagonist is reborn.
In the final paragraph of his text, Dostoevsky states,
"But now a new history commences: a story of the
gradual renewing of a man ... and change from one
world to another" (402). The major difference between Hamlet and Crime and Punishment seems to
be that while both stories highlight the misery of
humanity, Dostoevsky's text shows that out of this
excess of sin come some of the greatest expressions
of love and hope.
Dostoevsky may not have intentionally used
themes and characters similar to those in Hamlet,
but the comparison is valuable; viewing Crime and
Punishment through the lens of Shakespeare's text
provides a more thorough understanding of what

Dostoevsky accomplishes. The protagonists are
both antiheroes driven to madness and murder, but
Dostoevsky brings light out of that darkness. Hamlet is thoroughly a tragedy, but Crime and Punishment ends in resurrection. One of the most poignant
examples of character si~ilarity is that between
Ophelia and Sonia, but Ophelia's otherworldliness
accompanies her to her death, while humiliation
brings Sonia new life: Ophelia drowns, but Sonia experiences spiritual baptism. Both texts highlight the
wretchedness of humanity and the sorrow of being
trapped in a sinful world, but their respective endings present different morals. The misery in Hamlet
collapses in upon itself, while Crime and Punishment
uses suffering as a leveler which brings about equality among ail people. Dostoevsky, like Shakespeare,
opens up a Pandora's Box from which fly all sorts of
wicked apparitions; but in the end the authors' distinct viewpoints emerge when Dostoevsky chooses
to direct the reader toward the final inhabitant of
that fabled box: Hope.
Work Cited
Dostoevsky, Fyodor. Crime and Punishment. Ware, England:
Wordsworth Classics, 1993. Print.

Born Again
CA ROLE DAY
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What Do We Want? Equality?
Paradox Shift (An Elegy)
BRENNA NORRELL

CLAUDIA ZAMORA
•

of equality downgrades America and begs the question of who is really in charge.

in simple language the absurdities of a homogeneous society and its bleak future. The satire's ~or
trayal of egalitarian principles, which became prominent during the Cold War, depicts 1960s America's
negative idea of extreme equality destroying the

As subservient citizens of this oppressive government, Hazel and George symbolize the docile people
who are willing to let the government manipulate
them. They are the average citizens of America, yet
they are also the lowest common denominator. Be-

American bedrock value of individualism. Harrison
Bergeron, who is able to break free from the shackles
of oppression and rebel against the communist-like
government, symbolizes the last hope the stagnant
society has in rising against the lowest critical stan-

cause of the fear of punishment and the passiveness
of the citizens, the society remains static to the injustice of the government. Hazel is not able to fully
comprehend the actions that have taken place, and
George is too distracted to notice that their son has

Your window seat is now a high wall with framed pictures that I did not buy.

dards upheld by equality. Vonnegut uses symbolism
to satirically criticize a society that would sacrifice

been unfairly murdered. Hence, they do not interfere or even stand up for their rights like the rest

I am a st ranger here. With a permanent accusatory tone.

individualism in the name of equality.
In Vonnegut's short story, Diana Moon Glampers
represents a totalitarian government that enforces
conformity upon its citizens in order to achieve
equality at the expense of individual success. The
fact that a simple-minded citizen like Hazel "bore
a strong resemblance" to the Handicapper General

of society. Hazel's initial grief after her son's manslaughter is easily overlooked by her forgetfulness
and her response: "Gee - I could tell that one was a
doozY:' She repeats the phrase twice, demonstrating
how society has failed to make any progress and is

When I leave you,
in your final place of rest,
There will be no more tears to shed.
only a lump in my voice box (a low grade lump of coal)
and a marked solitary notion.
weather man be damned, that day will be
cloudy. rainy. quiet. ln self-reflection.
Radical perspective has moved in and you were lost in transition.

The water tastes funny. Mirrors zero in on sunken eyes
that have grown weary as they sea rch for you everywhere, find you
in most places,
and retreat a little further
when that person turns around.
Surrounded by strangers here.

indicates that the government has the same small
capacity of attainment as Hazel. Glampers could not

It is a new world.

have become a General because of her high intelligence or her commendable skills since she is supposedly "normal" like Hazel, showing that becoming
General is no big accomplishment. The government
forces everyone to suppress their individual skills
and abilities, lowering the standards of individual
success and thus the productivity of America. Glampers "fired twice, and the Emperor and the Empress
were dead before they hit the floor;' killing Harrison Bergeron in cold blood, demonstrating how the

8
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Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.'s satirical short story "HaJr:ison Bergeron" reveals the suppressing effect of ext reme equality on the success of individuals and thus
the advancement of society. The narrator describes

government will crush anyone who dares to express
individual potential. The government's enforcement

simply going to keep repeating history in the future.
The imperceptive citizens are not able to achieve
anything by dragging others down, so they simply
exist as mindless people.
ln resistance to the totalitarian government,
Harrison Bergeron symbolizes the doomed American dream that people still secretly desire to achieve
in spite of the oppressive equality. Harrison's es-

cape from jail signifies freedom from oppression.
No longer having to restrain himself, Harrison appears on television telling America to "watch [him]
become what [he] can become!" as he takes off all
his handicaps, revealing h is true self. He transforms
into a handsome "genius and an athlete.'' Harrison

9

becomes the ideal American figure that citizens
have aspired to be. Even though Harrison has been
held back by the government to become equal like

havi ng fine arts or sports if everyone has the same
extent of talent? Instead of improving the less talented performers and musicians, the government cripples the best. The government weighs the strongest

the rest of society, he demonstrates that everyone
still has the ability to possess their full strength. He

down, hides the most

demands the musicians to "Play [their] best" by rewardjng them with titles that will uplift them from

intelligent. No on: is allowed to achieve h is or her
full potenti al, demonstrating how extreme equali ty

society such as "barons and dukes and earls:' Similar to how the American dream empowers people to

be ~utiful,

and punishes the

achieve their full potential, Harrison reinforces the

benefits no one. When the ballerinas are finally free
of burdens, they are able to reach their full capacity,
as "It became their obvious intention to kiss the ceil-

goals of progress and development that the government implicitly deemed n ecessary sacrifices in the

ing. They kissed it:' Also, when Harrison offers to
ennoble the musicians if they "play [their] best;' he

name of equality. Harrison's rebellion hyperbolically demonstrates that "Not only were the laws of
the land abandoned, but the law of gravity and the

reminds them that talent should be rewarded, not
punished. If equality did not limit people, they could

laws of motion as well:' Harrison defies all the laws
ofhumanity that restrict his potential as though he is

realize their dreams, succeed in life, and be fulfilled.
The satire shows how people are not born equal
and therefore that it is absurd for the government

showing Americans that nothing can prevent them
from reaching their dreams. However, the success

to intervene in the everyday lives of citizens simply
to force something that is unnatural. Vonnegut asks

of the American dream becomes a failure as Diana
Moon Glampers shoots him immediately. Harrison's
quick death suggests that manufactured equality

readers to figure out whether equality should really
be achieved or whether anything will be achieved
through equality. The uniformity of society in the

destroys any chance individualism has of flourishing. Harrison, the failed messiah of a downtrodden

future has d estroyed all the other values that were
once cherished by America. After centuries of

America, is not able to conquer the laws of forced
equality, signifying that the American dream will

evolving America by individuals who dare to pursue
their goals, the citizens in the fu ture have decided

fade if extreme equality continues to rule.
As a result of this depreciated nation, the fine
arts have come to represent the negative impact of

simply to eliminate everything that defi nes America.

equality and mediocri ty on a deteriorated society.
The truth that the ballerinas "weren't really very
good-- no better than anybody else would have been,
anyway" makes George wonder whether the "danc-

Vonnegut portrays a pessimistic view of a world
devoid of individualism and its detrimental effect on
America.
Work Cited
Vonncgut, Kurt, )r. "Harrison Bergeron." Cyber English. Ted
Nellen, 2008. Web. 2 May 2012.

ers shouldn't be handicapped:' What is the point of

Justice
POORAN LASH lNl
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A Nobody
CLAUDIA ZAMORA
A high and silent moun tain.
I climb up but I trip and fall
And fall, I walk solemnly, my fee t
Stepping on white snow and frigid ice.
Someone in front of me also stepping on snow.
Ices:
If I climb down, he climbs up;
If I climb fast, he climbs faster. I look up: somebody.
Everything icy and empty.
Slipping and sliding among ice
Which leads forever down
Where nobody waits for, nobody sees me,
Where I pursue somebody who climbs
And rises and says when he sees me: not you.

Focus
KIMBERLY HOGAN
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Disposable
BRENNA NORRELL
use me.
i was made for this.
i don't:
have feelings you can hurt.
get bothered by careless words.
begrudge my fa te.
This is who I am .
"Live it 'til you love it:' i was told. &
iam
a dedicated student
i will gladly
be tossed to the side,
work my
way
down
the
social
ladder
All in service
to you.

Sinking
ERIC MARTIN
Feeling the weight pull you down
the rope around your ankles
gnawing at your skin
with its chaffing rash.
The anvil below, fleeting air above
pulling you down until there's nothing left
but the last bubble
and one tear shed into a sea of millions.

Meaningless is my
meaningful existe nce.
So you can stare at me in my tightly wrapped co ntainer.
am i pretty now?

i need

this/Your/ more

broken
contact.
i can't not clean up
Your mess.
i was made.
fo r
This.

Life Under Water
POORAN LASHINI
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"Apo" Means Grandma
DANETTE THRUSH
I was twenty-seven years old and scared to death,
following my adventuresome husband with two
children in tow across the ocean, over rutted roads,
past miles of banana groves to a sub-tropical valley
nestled in the elbow of two mountain ranges. Everything was new, and I was lost. But before I'd even

so all the old neighbor women gathered there after
chores and Hak.ka dialec~ flew thick. For months the
harsh notes and _§inging tones confused me. I didn't
know if the old women were arguing, agreeing, or
asking questions. But as the sun rose higher in the
sky, the gathering would thin, each woman standing,

begun unpacking, an elderly woman pushed open
my screen door and entered my life. Apo, the first
neighbor to welcome me to her Asian village, adopt-

stretching, and hobbling toward home to prepare a
noon meal. As they began to leave, Apo pressed her
palm against my arm, pinning me to my bamboo
wicker porch chair. It was her indication that she
wanted me to stay. Once the porch had cleared, the

ed my family, making it her duty to teach us about
her culture, language, and food.
The day I met Apo she gave me my first culture
lesson when she told me through a translator, "Call
me 'grandma on my mother's side: " I learned that
day that who you are in relation to everyone else is
culturally more important than who you are 'as an
individual. Even more than that, when Apo told
me to call her "grandma on my mother's side:' she
was revealing who she intended to be for me. Had I
been able to read her eyes at this point, I would have
known how worried she was about me. Apo looked
over my small frame and saw one young American
girl far away-from her mama and daddy with no one
to help raise her children while her man was off to
work. What was daring and adventuresome in my
culture was down-right idiotic in hers. Apo made
the choice that first day to pass on a series of lessons in daily increments stretched over the passage
of time, like every grandma does.
Apo's next big task was to teach me her language,
since I didn't know a single word in Hakka Chi nese, and she couldn't speak a word of English. Apo
waved me over to sit on her porch every morning as
I returned from buying the day's vegetables from the
open market. She had the biggest, shadiest porch,
16

a home cooked meal. They make life and cooking so
much simpler. Apo was pleased with herself over m y
progress.
Culture, food, and language are certainly not all
that Apo shared with my family. Apo opened h~r
world, teaching us to live there and letting us share
it with her for a while. This small, old, illiterate Chinese woman has had a profound impact on my life.
I love her for it.

..

Hak.ka lessons began. Apo would ask me a question
and make me repeat the answer until I could speak
with the correct tones and without hesitation. Apo
was an oral learner who couldn't read. Repetition
and memorization, I've since discovered, are the best
ways to learn a language. She taught me well.
Finally, Apo knew her job would not be complete
until she had taught me to cook local foods. One
of the most entertaining food encounters was the
day Apo pushed open my screen door and dropped
an armload of sweet potato greens onto my kitchen
counter. One look at my face and she knew I didn't
have a clue what to do with them. My language
skills were still in infancy, so through a series of
hand gestures Apo indicated that she would show
me. Turning a full circle in my galley kitchen she
searched, but didn't find what she needed. I opened
each cabinet and drawer, offering the contents for
inspection. She found my American kitchen gadgets
nothing short of hysterical and left shaking her head.
Minutes later she returned with a big, scary butcher
knife, long chopsticks, and a wok the size of a Texas
hubcap. Over the next decade I learned that these
three utensils are all you ever really need to prepare

Life and Its Simplicities
KHAWLA ALHWAIL
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Remember
EMILY MITCHELL
Amidst the eye hurting-stomach
churning-throat choking-wild
thought provoking-words slurringface contorting-sight spinningmind drilling-tear drop spillingmuscle killing-side spHtting

PAINFUL SITUATION
that you have found yourself
in ...
stop.
Breathe.

Ash's Eye
COREY LOCKRIDGE

His Mistress
AVERY NOWAK
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Beneatha's Hypocrisy
BRENNA NORRELL
The 1950s was a time period marked by assimilation, a sort of "button-down repression" that was
"oddly neurotic" (Anderson). It was very much
about achieving the white picket fence and happy
family characterized by the American Dream. Enter the Younger family, who in Lorraine Hansberry's
play A Raisin in the Sun, is the very manifestation of
a family striving for this societal ideal. Unfortunately, within this societal ideal lies the reality of female
double consciousness. Women are exposed to socialization that tells them who they are and what they
are capable of, all the while knowing they have much
greater ability than that which society places upon
them. Even so, they strive to maintain the values
and traditions of this same society, thus falling victim to the danger of double consciousness. In short,
these women give up who they know themselves to
be in order to pay service to the blanket identity society has placed upon them. So, even though Hansberry creates a character in Beneatha Younger who
is often seen as the poster child for progressivism by
literary critics, she is actually the very definition of
double consciousness and the danger it poses as she
seemingly demands more than just her allotted role
in life, belittles those who would defend that role,
and still remains subservient to the very values that
confine her.
Despite Beneatha's "radical" exterior, she is falling victim to the danger of double consciousness
created by her feeling of duty to her family pitted
against her struggle for self-actualization. In fact,
Beneatha's very name is a clue to her true inner nature (Baraka), her uJtimate withdrawal into submission, despite the almost combative face she shows
the world. Until the very end of the play, Beneatha
dates George Murchison, even though "he's so shal20

low" (Hansberry 1597), because her family expects
her to. This bowing to h~r famil y's will, even in the
face of George's_foil-like attitude and the way Beneatha is addressed as "little girl" (Hansberry 1597),
shows she is very much her mother's daughter and
will not do anything her mother truly disapproves
of. In this same vein, Beneatha's so-called "assertiveness" (Wilkerson) is called into question time and
again as her mother steadfastly puts down any of
Beneatha's more radical proclamations. Whether
she is trying to renounce God, or Walter, or broach
the subject of a possible marriage to Asagai, every
statement that would truly assert Beneatha's strength
as an independent woman is quashed with little or
no opposition from Beneatha herself. Even the way
she fights with George, defending her beliefs, but
still dating him no matter how much he offends her
sensibilities with his talk of"raggedy-assed spirituals
and ... grass huts!" ( 1612) when she tries to share her
"roots" with him shows the reader that she does not
take her beliefs very seriously, nor does she expect
him to. The Beneatha the reader sees here is a far cry
from the heroine that "accepts the authority of no
one" (Barthelemy) as she is often heralded by literary critics.
For all her progressivism, Beneatha actually
knows very little about the ideas that she is championing. Here, too, she faces a sort of double consciousness; because her family expects her to be the
Learned Expert, she continuously fiJJs this role, even
when she hasn't the slightest clue what she's doing.
Beneatha becomes a hypocrite, attacking others for
being ignorant of a culture and ideology that she
herself is just as unknowledgeable about. Her almost defensive "How should I know? ..." when Ruth
asks her innocent questions about the "folk dance"

(Hansberry 1610) she is doing is a peek at the girl
Beneatha tries to hide-a girl who is actually insecure and needs the support of the family she claims
is run by "a tyrant" ( 1598). When Beneatha begs her
mother to not "ask [Asagai) a whole lot of ignorant
questions about Africa ..." (Hansberry 1601) and
embarrass her, we see Beneatha again trying to fill
a role too big for her, seeing as she herself did not
know anyth ing about Africa either until she met As~
agai. Ironically, in berating her mother, she manages
to scorn the culture that she does know, even as she
benefits (albeit marginally) from it: her "collegiate
world of 'ideas"' (Baraka) is a product of her American roots, and it is likely that she would not be so
well educated if she had actually been from Africa
where, as Asagai points out, it is uncommon to even
be educated enough to read a newspaper.
In trying to reject her American culture, Beneatha accuses other black people of being "Uncle
Toms" and "assimilationist Negroes" (Hansberry
1612), but in deferring to Asagai as she does, she becomes as assimilationist (and a victim of double consciousness), too. Beneatha's submissive role in relation to Asagai becomes apparent when they speak of
the types of feelings there can be between two people
of the opposite sex. When Asagai insists that "there
need be only one kind of feeling" that "should be
enough" for her (Hansberry 1603), he implies that
since he has chosen her, since he is prepared to take
care of her, there d oes not need to be any respect
or equality in their relationship. Basically, Beneatha
doesn't need to be smart anymore. Despite this, she
still continues to see him, even to be on good terms
with him. Enough even, to consider running off to
Africa with him. This is a striking contrast to the
very Americanized George Murchison, and her reaction when he shares a less articulate version of this
very same sentiment. Beneatha also asks Asagai to
show her who she is by teaching her about Africa, as

if she cannot be her true self until he tells her how to
do it. This can be seen in the way Beneatha becomes

..

so worried when Asagai makes fun of her overly
processed hair and the way she tries so hard to hide
it when she puts on her presentation of an African
woman. Beneatha relies heavily on Asagai's opinion
to validate her perception of self as a devotee of Africa, when in fact, if she were truly benefitting from
the self-actualization she feels the reclamation of her
"roots" will give her, she would not need to subscribe
to a particular style of hair or dress. She would know
who she was no matter her exterior trappings. Beneatha's blind acceptance of Asagai's cultural traditions and values as she cavalierly abandons those of
her native country clearly illustrates Beneatha's willing acceptance of "the explicit . .. sexism ... presented
by Asagai" (Domina), and her subscription to her
own definition of an "Uncle Tom" (Hansberry 1612).
Towards the end of the play, Beneatha once again
battles double consciousness as she attempts to remain the idealist Asagai knows her as and the realist to whom her family's circumstances have given
birth. Beneatha's dating choices are indicative of this
double consciousness. On the one hand, she dates
George Murchison for very realistic reasons, such
as his "beautiful car" and the fact that "he takes ...
[her] .. . places" (Hansberry 1597). These are things
her family could never offer her. So she dates George,
adopting a very "go along to get along" philosophy.
On the other hand, she lets her inner idealist run
rampant with Asagai, talking about philosophical
ideas such as "her identity" (Hansberry 1603), using
him as a sounding board for a part of herself that
George refuses to understand or accept. However,
while she feels that Asagai understands the "real Beneatha;' she does not view him as a serious contender for her affections, possibly because he is not rich
and, therefore, not a practical or realistic match. Her
battle to remain idealistic is also illustrated by As21

agai's attempt to make Beneatha realize that just because she has been disappointed by one person, does
not mean she can or should give up on humanity as
a whole. Central to this battle is Beneatha's personal realization that she actually does care about the
material things in life- money, specifically-when
before, she was much too sophisticated a being to
care about such a "shallow" thing (Hansberry 1597),
like George and Walter (neither of whom have her
respect) do. As a last-ditch effort to save the idealist in Beneatha, Asagai makes, and she considers, a
proposal to go to Africa; however, Asagai's hopeful
vision of Africa's future is tempered by Beneatha's
"cynical .. . future . .. of neo-colonial African regimes"
(Effiong), as the realist in her finally wins out.
In A Raisin in the Sun, Lorraine Hansberry
presents a character that, at first glance, the reader
finds very progressive, and considering the time
period, almost radical. Indeed, Beneatha and her
family seem to "possess both weaknesses as well as
the capacity fo r heroism" (Wang). However, when
Beneatha's actions are inspected, her conflict with
double consciousness is revealed, and the reader
recognizes that Beneatha seems to have more of the
former. It becomes obvious that she is as much entrenched in·the cultu re that she "hates" (Hansberry
1612) as the very people she criticizes.
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I am dissatisfied with the dissenting dissenters
That dissent for the sake of dissension.
They rally and cry, not caring fo r the causes they caucus over.
Callous cohorts. Capitalist conspirators.
It is a farce! A fallacy of flamboyant fancy!
Fictional in nature, to further the fervent goals of free-ridership!
Found far from the fathoms of free minds,
Indoctrinated with the indiscretions of indecent ideologues,
Indigent and inseparable from what has inspired them.
Unique thought is thankless in its tyranny,
Trespassing against the terse temptations of transgressions
Torn from the talons that once held to the tenants of freedom.
Humble, hard working humans are no longer held in high
Regard for hubristic homage to hourly toil.
We will protest our prosperity to preemptive poverty
In perverse preparation for popular postulations.
Perturbed, we will provide no possible posterity.
Politically pungent public policy piles up,
Permanently pausing progress.
But this is not our problem, for we profited.
We are occult.
We Occupy.
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If we, citizens,
do not support our artists,
then we sacrifice our imagination
on the altar of crude reality,
and we end up believing in nothing
and having worthless dreams.

-YANN MARTEL, Life of Pi

Keep Out
CLAYTON HAWTHORNE
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